Improving porous crumb structure of rice-related leavened food products by fermentation and gelatinization at slightly higher air pressure conditions.
Porous crumb structure of rice-related leavened food products developed under air pressure conditions during fermentation and gelatinization in a fabricated fermentation chamber were characterized. Therein, four samples were prepared under three pressurized conditions (sample pressurized by the leavened gas itself, 1 kg/cm2 initial pressure, 1.5 kg/cm2 initial pressure) along with a control (unpressurized). Crumb volume, specific volume, bulk density, pH as well as crumb texture profile and cellular structure were analyzed. Results revealed that fermentation and gelatinization under air pressure (slightly higher than the atmospheric air pressure) conditions in the fabricated fermentation chamber help to arrest leavening gas within the dough mass to improve the properties of porous crumb structure. Sample fermented and gelatinized at 1 kg/cm2 initial pressure presented better crumb mechanical and cellular structural properties compared to the other two pressurized samples and the control.